Learning Through Drawing
....a conversation on a plane, Kathy Li + Miranda Webster
Drawing as a process of criticism and discovery

Would students’ own emerging design practices and methodologies be enhanced by a greater exposure to professional design practices and methodologies?
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BEDROOM TO COOK INTO COURT YARD
1. PRE-WEATHERED ZINC STANDING SEAM
2. DRY STONE WALL
3. LOUVERED POWDER COATED ALUMINIUM AND TIMBER COMPOSITE WINDOW
4. PRE-WEATHERED ZINC ROOF TRIM
5. EXTERNAL STONE STEPS
6. NEW GRAVEL DRIVE
7. SOLAR COLLECTORS
3D Sketch showing proposed resolution of landscape at cap between rock + building.

24. 3. 08
All dimensions and levels to be verified on site and any discrepancies or ambiguities reported immediately to the architect prior to construction/fabrication. Read in conjunction with relevant engineers' drawings. Do not scale.

Abbreviations:
- R.W. - Rainwater Pipe
- R.W.O. - Rainwater Outlet
- R.W.G. - Rainwater Gully
- S.V.P. - Soil Vent Pipe
- T.T.O. - To Turn Out Dimension
- SITES. - Site Dimension
- I.C. - Inspection Chamber
- R.E. - Rodding Eye
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painted MDF cill board with pencil round to edge radius of pencil round say 4mm

plasterboard
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plasterboard at either end of W.F.05B

as - how is stark beam built.
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CRAIGNISH

all information remains the property of the designer and may not be used for any purpose whatsoever, or reproduced through any medium without the written permission of the designer.

no responsibility is accepted for unauthorised use.

Do not scale off drawings. Work from figured dimensions only and verify on site.
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